UNREHEARSED!:
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING*

“Much Ado About Nothing”
Text by William Shakespeare

Featuring:
Collin Blackard, Jordan Bland, Kelly Blaze,
Alexandra Gomez, Andrew Jones, Caitlyn McCain,
Preston Fox, Theo McKenna, Isaac Allen Miller,
Jefferson Reardon, Emily Thaler, and Arden Winant

Produced by Barefoot Shakespeare
Also featuring Emily Gallagher, Clare Solly, and Mel Ryan

*A one night only performance of the comedy, completely unrehearsed by the performers.

UNREHEARSED!:
LOVE’S LABOURS LOST*

“Love’s Labours Lost”
Text by William Shakespeare

Featuring:
Collin Blackard, Jordan Bland, Andrew Dunn,
Emily Gallagher, Alexandra Gomez,
Kirsten Kilburn, Lauren Lay, Sophia Metcalf,
Myles Philips, Clinton Powell, Clare Solly,
Alexandra Taylor, and Violet Tzu-Hsuan Wang

Produced by Barefoot Shakespeare
Also featuring Rob Aronowitz, Matt Biagini, and Arden Winant

*A one night only performance of the comedy, completely unrehearsed by the performers.